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An Interview with Milton Paradis
By Stephanie Klinch to be on the team. He
is the last remaining
Milton Paradis was
member of the 1942
born in 1925. He
basketball team.
lived here his whole
Milton graduated
life with his family.
from Stratford Public
He had one brother.
School in 1943 when
Milton played
he was in 12th
basketball in 1940-41 grade.
and 1941-42. His
team won the state
When he graduated,
championship both of he went into service
those years. His
in August of 1943.
jersey numbers for
Upon returning
the basketball team
home, he joined the
were five and seven. post office work.
He liked being on the Milton became the
basketball team
postmaster shortly
because he was proud after. He thought it
was an
important job
and was happy
working
for the
government. He
then retired in
1980 on May
3rd. When he
first started
being a
postmaster he
was surprised to
work with his
first grade
teacher,
(Florence
Stratford School
Beecher). He was
Graduation 1943

The Oldest Citizen in Stratford
a postmaster for a
long time.
The most interesting
thing that he did as a
postmaster was
making out twentyfive thousand dollars
in four hours. He did
this by making out
money orders. When
he did that he thought
that it was amazing
because they had
never done that
before. In November
of 2020, Mr. Paradis
is going to earn the
Boston Post Cane for
being the oldest
citizen in Stratford.
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How to Carve a Pumpkin
By Autumn King
1.) You will need some pumpkin carving
tools. Some tools are: a scoper, a carving
tool, a knife, a pumpkin, something to either
clean up or put the pumpkin on, and a bowl
for the pumpkin guts.
2.) The next thing you need to get the
pumpkin and put it on some newspaper
3.) Then you can get a sharp tool or a knife to
cut out the top of the pumpkin.
4.) After that you have to get a spoon and
scoop out all the guts and all the seeds from
inside the pumpkin.
5.) After that you can wipe it down with a dry
paper towel or a towel. you can choose a
design to cut out from a book.
6.) Then you can cut the design out from the
book using scissors.
7.) Some designs have to be wet but they are
often dry. It depends on which design you do
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8.) Unless you are free hanging the design
you may want to trace the design on your
pumpkin using a sharpie
9.) After you have that you can start poking
holes in the pumpkin along the lines of your
tracing.
10.) After that you can start carving the
design that you have selected previously from
a pumpkin design book.
11.) If you have room on the pumpkin though
it will rot your pumpkin faster you can do a
design on the other side it can be the same
design or it could be different your choice.if
you were to do that you would just need to
repeat steps 8-10 again.

Recipes
By Autumn King

Roasted Pumpkin Seeds

1. First get a pumpkin.
2. Cut off the top of the pumpkin.
3. Get a spoon and scoop out all of the seeds.
4. Wash the seeds before you put them on a
pan.
5. Put a little bit of salt on the pumpkin seeds
6. Then you have you preheat the oven to
450ºF.
7. Then you put it in the oven
8. Let it cook for about 45 minutes
9. After that you can take them out of the
oven
10. Then you can let them cool or you can
enjoy them warm either way you now have
pumpkin seeds to eat.

Halloween Cinnamon Rolls
First you need a 17.5 oz can of Pillsbury
cinnamon rolls with cream cheese icing and
some gumdrops.
1. Preheat the oven to 350 degrees.
2. Bake cinnamon rolls as directed on the can.
3. Pour icing into a plastic bag and set aside.

4. Remove them from the oven after the
amount of time on the can.
5. Let them cool for 10 minutes.
6. Cut 8 spider legs out of gumdrops.
7. Remove the cinnamon rolls from the pan.
8. Place them on a serving platter or a plate.
9. Cut a corner out of a plastic bag.
10. Pipe the icing into a cobweb design on
each roll.
11. Add the gumdrop spider on top of the
cinnamon rolls.

Pumpkin Pie
1. You will need a pumpkin, pumpkin pie
spice, cream, and pie crust
2. You will need a oven , preheat the oven to
325℉
3. Next you have to put some pie spice in
side of the pie crust
4. After that you have to put some small
pumpkin inside the pie crust
5. Then you have to put in the oven for
about 25 minutes
6. Finally you can put some cream on it if
you want to.

Weather Myths
By
Natalie King,
Bayli Kennett,
Sam Kennett
In this article we
looked up weather
myths, took apart the
weather myths, and
made them right.
The weather myths
that we are going to
debunk are: A
waterspout turns into
a tornado when it
reaches land, open
your window when a
tornado approaches,
and the sky will turn
green before a
tornado. We
are going to debunk
all of these and I am
going to tell you why
people think these
myths are true or
not.The first myth is:
A waterspout turns
into a tornado when it
reaches land. A water
tornado or waterspout
is a tornado on water
and is the same thing
as a tornado just on
different surfaces.
The next weather
myth is: when a
tornado approaches,
you open a window.
When a tornado
reaches, DO NOT
OPEN YOUR

WINDOW! When a
tornado reaches, go
somewhere safe like
in a basement. The
next myth is that the
sky will turn green
before a tornado. It
will turn green but it
might indicate hail
and the tornado could
be very tall. It also
means that it is a
warning sign that
large hail or there is a
tornado approaching.

a tree. Some flash
floods happen in the
plains and high
mountain ranges. The
last myth is that
painful knees and
sore joints mean bad
weather. You could
just have bad joints
or you could just
have problems with
your knees.

Additional weather
myths are that
thunder travels west
Some more weather
to east. Another myth
myths we looked up
is you can only suffer
are: to take shelter
a sunburn in the
under a highway
summertime. You can
overpass to protect
get a sunburn in the
you from tornadoes.
winter. You can only
When you see a
get a sunburn in the
tornado you should
winter by the sun’s
go to a basement and rays and how long
get away from the
that they are in the
windows. If you're in sun for. It can be
a car, get down and
harmful only when
have a blanket or
it's cold and also
cushion to cover your when it gets cloudy.
head and get away
Like if you are
from the windows.
shoveling snow out
Another myth is that
of your driveway,
flash flooding only
your face is still
occurs near water
getting exposed to
sources like rivers,
the sun's radiation.
lakes, and dams. If
The final myth is you
you're in a flash flood can drive through a
don’t drive through it, flood bridge. You
back up and find a
should not drive
higher route. If your
through a flooded
vehicle is surrounded, bridge or in areas
get out and find
where there is a
higher land and climb flood. Instead of

driving through the
flood, you find a spot
to turn around and
go another way.
There can be heavy
rain and when there
is a lot of rain then it
will be hard to see.
The reason that
thunderstorms move
west to east is
because of the jet
stream.

SAU58 Weather Data
By
Natalie King, Bayli
Kennett, Sam
Kennett
All weather data was
recorded MondayFriday during our
class for Stratford,
Groveton, and Stark
in SAU58. Humidity,
wind speed, and
temperature data was
recorded using the
National Oceanic and
Atmospheric
Administration
(NOAA) weather
information as well
as through the school

when there was a lot
of rain it spiked up.
The reading for
Stratford was 60%,
Groveton was 50%,
and last is Stark at
55%. When there
was a lot of rain the
humidity went up to
80%. Then all of the
towns went through
a drought and it
went down to
50%. Then
Stratford,
Groveton and Stark
went up to 95%
humidity. Groveton
humidity and
Stratford stayed the
same on September

Figure 1

65% on October 5th
(Figure 1).
Wind speed is how
fast the wind is
going. The wind
speed started low on
September 25th at
0 mph but then it
shot up when it was
really humid and hot
to 14 mph which was
on September 28th.
That was between
the 25th and the 30th
of September when it
rained. That's when it
wasn’t as windy.
(Continued on Page 6)

Tornadoes
By Mason Flanders

websites.
Humidity is a
quantity representing
the amount of water
vapor in the
atmosphere.
The humidity first
started low then

30th and October
1st but Stark didn’t
stay with the other
two towns. Stark
went up to 80% on
September 30th then
went down to 50%
then up to 90% and
85% then down to

Tornadoes are very
dangerous. A
tornado is a mixture
of rain, hail, and
very fast wind
(Figure 4).
There have been
only three or four
tornadoes in New
Hampshire and one
of them was very,
very destructive.
Only 200 to 800
people have died in
three to four
tornadoes which is
not a lot of people
for a state. The
reason why we have

no tornadoes here is
because we have tall
mountains. The
reason why tornadoes
and hurricanes
happen more down in
Florida is because
there are no
mountains around
that area. Also did
you know that in the
middle of the U.S,
Florida, and
Michigan are where a
lot of bad tornadoes
happen because there
are no mountains.
Louisiana all the way
up to Maine is where
not a lot of tornadoes
happen. Tornadoes
are very rare in NH
so if you see one you
are in danger. If there
is a tornado find the
deepest part of your
house. The best part
is the basement but if
you do not have one
then go to the deepest
point in your house
so you will not get
hurt. If you see a
tornado happen and
you are outside, you
should run away from
it or take cover. Do
not go outside
because if you go
outside you could get
sucked in to the
tornado and there will
be a very high chance
that you will die or
(Continued on Page 6)

Data

would put the shelf
on top of the two
sticks. I make the
walls by putting two
or more long logs in
between two trees
that can make a
wall. You can also
make a wall by
putting logs in the
same place
hammered into the
ground. That's what
I do. My favorite
part about building
forts is making the
roof because it looks
cool at the end. This
is how I do it. You
have to get lots of
string and thick logs
to use for the roof.

Figure 2

(continued from page 5)

When the
temperature dropped
and the wind
changed, it was 50
degrees. It was
usually 2 to 4 mph
for the wind speed;
this is the graph for
the wind speed
(Figure 2).
Temperature
measures how hot or
cold something is.
On the temperature
graph, Groveton is
the same as Stratford
but Groveton and
Stark are different
temperatures and
don’t change much.
The graph shows the
temperatures are
overlapping. The day
that is overlapping
for temperature is
September 30th for
Stark, Stratford, and
Groveton when it
was 55 degrees. The
temperature between
September 25th and
September 29th was
hot. The temperature
was between 50 and
78 degrees. The
temperature on
October 2nd to
October 7th dropped
to 46 degrees then on
October 7th the
temperature went up
to 65 degrees (Figure
3).

Figure 3

Tornadoes
(continued from page 5)

get injured badly. You
could fall out of it or
get hit with
something flying like
hail or things in the
tornado. If the
tornado is high then
you will see hail
bigger than golf balls.
If you get hit by one
then you could get a
broken bone, a big
bruise, or get killed
by it.

How to Make
a Wood Fort
By
Mavrick Reynolds
I love to make forts
in the woods because
there are so many
things that you can
build them out of. I
use logs, long sticks,
and dead trees that I
crack in half to make
a shelf. I make
shelves by putting
two long sticks in an
x shape. Then I

You have to put all
of the logs together
and tie them to each
other. You put the
logs on top of the
walls and put those
together. Then if
you want to you can
tie a tarp on the roof
for rain protection.
You can clear the
inside out and put
your own touches
on it. You also have
to clear out the area
if you are planning
to make a fire. Make
sure that you don’t
burn down the
forest. If you love to
build and design,
and if you're patient,
you will accomplish
it.

Movie Review: The Secrets Of
Jonathan Sperry
By Stephanie Klinch Christian, Markus
and Albert started
speaking on Christian
This PG movie came radio shows, and
out in theaters on
Dustin becomes a
September 18, 2009. pastor of a church for
In the summer of
15 years using
1970, Dustin, Alber Jonathan Sperry’s
t and Markus are
Bible. Nick, however,
looking forward to
becomes a faith-filled
having some fun.The police officer.
town bully, Nick,
The thing that I like
likes Dustin’s crush
most about this
and Dustin is too
movie is that it’s
nervous to ask her
inspirational and that
out because he has
the lessons are “You
never asked anyone
should really study
out before.
your Bible”. The
Throughout the
thing that I disliked
summer Dustin,
most about the movie
Albert, and Markus
was the part when
go around passing
Mr. Barnes first
out Bibles,
refuses to let Dustin
encouraging them to mow his lawn and
read it, and tells
was rude to him.
them about the Bible I rate this movie for
study. They even go
children 5 and up
to Nick and told him because children
about the study and
under 5 might not be
everyone that they
able to understand the
told about the study
lessons that Jonathan
joins it at Jonathon’s Sperry taught Dustin
house. Dustin finally and his friends.
gets the courage to
The cast is as
ask Tanya (his crush) follows: Jansen
out and tell her how
Panettiere plays
much he likes her,
Dustin, Frankie Ryan
but instead of asking Manriquez plays
her to be his
Albert, Allen
girlfriend, he writes
Isaacson plays
her a note
Markus, and Gavin
encouraging her to
MacLeod plays
read the Bible. Tanya Jonathan Sperry.
later became a

Winter Sports
By Braydan Blais
Snowmobiling is a
very popular sport
or pass time,
especially in Errol.
Every year,
snowmobilers go up
and down streets and
trails. There are
7,000 miles of trails
in New Hampshire.
There are different
types of snowmobiles
like, Arctic Cat,
Polaris, Yamaha, Can
-Am, Ski-Doo, and
more. They are really
powerful machines
which means you can
go through thick or
hard snow. They are
also good on ice. The
skis and the tracks
give the snowmobile
grip on thick,
slippery ice. There
are different engine
types for
snowmobiles, like,
950cc, 850cc, 800cc,
600cc, 400cc, 200cc,
and 100cc.

Snowmobiles can last
up to 20 years or
more, that is a long
time for a
snowmobile. The
fastest production
snowmobile in the
world is the Yamaha
SRX LE Sidewinder.
It has a top speed of
220 mph. That is the
fastest snowmobile in
the world. And it is
the most expensive
snowmobile, too. It
costs $18,000. That
costs more than a Ski
-Doo Renegade
Adrenaline 850 ETEC.
Ice hockey is a
very popular sport in
(Continued on Page 8)

Comics

By Jared Elliot
Winter Sports
(continued from page 7)

Canada, and in the
United States. There
are over 31 teams in
the NHL. A couple of
examples of teams
are the Boston
Bruins, Edmonton
Oilers, Tampa Bay
Lightning, and the
Carolina Hurricanes.
The NHL was
founded in 1917 in
Montreal, Canada.
Hockey is a
dangerous sport.
People have lost
teeth, and broken
bones. Hockey has
had a lot of winners
over the years. The
first team to ever win
the Stanley Cup were
the Montreal Hockey
Club on March 22,
1894. They were the

Kings of the Stanley
Cup, up to 1993. In
1993, the Montreal
Canadians were the
last Canadian team to
win the Stanley Cup.
NHL legend Bobby
Hull did a slap shot
challenge in the
1960’s. He made the
hockey puck hit an
incredible speed of
118.3 mph, that is fast
for a tiny puck. Also,
the pucks weigh 166
grams, which is not
close to a pound. On
October 15, 1989,
NHL all-star Wayne
Gretzky broke Gordie
Howe’s points record,
(1,850). Gretzky beat
Howe’s record by 1
point, (1,851).
Gretzky’s record is
unbeatable to this
day. No one has beat
his score, yet. The
famous Stanley Cup

is a very expensive
piece of history for the
NHL. The Stanley Cup
is worth $650,000. That
is the most expensive
trophy in sports history.

Want-Ads

Wanted!
Old newspapers from
the 30’s and up for
the Stratford School!
Willing to pay $20.
Leave a message for
any willing to sell.

Wanted!
Stratford
Yearbooks! We are
missing books from
the following years:
1916 - 1948, 1952,
1957, 1963 - 1966,
1980, 1984, 1972,
1976, 1979, 19901999, 2012 - 2016
Please donate books
to Stratford Public
School.

Woods, Dewitt, Neske, Oberti, Kennett, Smith , Owens, Caron, Hakey, Oakes, Locke,
Gireaux , Amy, Burkham, Tibbiets, Galasyn, Roberts, Dunn

From The Past:
Hobbies
Found By
Mason Flanders
Hobbies are
sometimes a very
queer thing, as some
of them in the eighth
grade are.
Marilyn Brown has a
hobby of songs of
which some are
popular and some are
old favorites. Two of
her popular ones are
‘’Angle’’ and
‘’Singing Hills’’ Her
old favorites are
‘’Mexicali Rose’’ and
‘’I Love you truly.’’
Viola Page has a
hobby of collecting
picture of movie
stars. No one has this
choice of a hobby so
far as I know.
One of her favorites
is Sonja Heni, of
whom she has many
picture.
Veronica Wakefield
has a hobby which is
quite familiar. It is
collecting stamps of
which she has a great
many. Soon she will
have great many
more because new
ones are being made
and put out.

